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BSU head
resigns post

dav HMO

by Paul O'Donnell
stall reporter

Shuttle bus runs
smoothly all week

Angela L. Foote apparently has
resigned as president of the Black
Student Union because of a worsening health condition.
"I'm no longer president," Foote
said when contacted last night.
She declined to comment on the
reasons for her
resignation,
but BSU Advisor Dionna Okoiti
said Foote became ill during
Christmas break and her illness
has worsened since the start of
winter quarter.
Foote last night suggested
consulting BSU executive council
members Brenda L. Goings and
Joseph C. Jordan for details.

Although good weather has
limited its use, the University
Shuttle Service has had a
successful first week of
operation, Dana Kortokrax,
Student Government
Association coordinator of the
project, said.
About 130 students took
advantage of the USS between Monday and Wednesday nights to travel to
area stores, businesses,
recreation facilities and
campus locations, Kortokrax
said.
She said she is disappointed
that students living in offcampus apartments are not
riding the shuttle.
Kortokrax said this is one of
the problems that project
coordinators will deal with
before starting the shuttle
service next year.

Mike Douglas
to be replaced

inside
FEATURE- A former
religious cult member, Una
McManus, talks to The News
about mind manipulation,
religious prostitution and her
book about the cult in the
second part of a four-part
series. Page 4.

weather
Mostly cloudy, High 36F
(2C),low21F(-6C),10percent chance of precipitation.
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HOLLYWOOD (AP) - Mike
Douglas, host of a popular
syndicated television talk
show for 18 years, is being
replaced, the show's
producers say.
The announcement Wednesday by Group W
Productions followed reports
that negotiations with
Douglas over a new contract
were floundering. Douglas'
current contract expires in
June.
A spokesman for Group W
said "The Mike Douglas
Show" - syndicated on 153
stations nationwide - has
"been doing very well, but for
a long-range commitment
into the '80s it was felt the
availability of John Davidson
and his interest in doing a
show for a number of years
was a deciding factor.
Industry sources connected
with stations that carry the
show said some had been
pressuring Group W to find a
younger host because
Douglas' loyal audience was
"growing old with him," The
New York Times reported
today.
Neither Douglas, 54, nor his
manager could be reached for
comment.
Davidson's name came up
two weeks ago in another
replacement that made
headlines - the firing of 65year-old Bert Parks as emcee
of the Miss America pageant.
However, Pageant officials
ruled Davidson out as a
replacement for Parks.
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Henry Johnson, an employee of Lundy Van OldsmobileCaditlac, 1013 N. Main St., inspects a new Oldsmobile. Some city

stall photo by Tim Westhoven
dealerships have reported declining auto sales recently and a
build-up ol inventory.

Area car sales sag with economy
by Diane Rado
stall reporter

Last week the Ford Motor Co.
announced a permanent closing
of its assembly plant in Los
Angeles. A week before, the
Chrysler Corp. shut down its
facility in Hamtramck, Mich.
The closings are the effect of a
national car sales slump, which
has forced over 200,000 auto
workers from their jobs.
Local auto dealers say they
have not escaped the slump.
Dick Wilson, owner of PontiacBuick-GMC Inc., 1099 N. Dixie
Highway, cited a 40 percent
decrease in his present car sales
compared to last year's sales.
"We're about 15 to 20 cars off
from last year," Wilson said. He
added that there are 20 cars left
over that have not yet been sold.
HE SAID, "I think the general
economy, the oil prices and the
interest rate has a lot to do with
it."
Wilson said he has tried to increase promotion of his cars by
placing ads in newspapers and on

the radio.
"I think it (car sales) will pick
up," he said. "It's just at its
bottom now."
Al Smith, owner of ChryslerPlymouth Inc., 921 N. Main St.,
also thinks sales will increase.
"We're going to have a good
year," he said. "The American
consumer is not going to stay
home."
Smith said he has suffered only
a 1-percent decrease in his sales
from this time last year. The
decrease constitutes about eight
cars.
SMITH ATTRIBUTES the
decline in sales to the high price
of gasoline and the economy.
"We're still maintaining a
decent mix (of car sizes, but there
is a thrust toward a smaller car
right now," Smith said.
Paul Thayer, of Ralph Thayer
Chevrolet Inc., North Dixie Highway, also said his intermediate
and smaller cars are selling more
than any other kind now.
"Vans aren't selling because
they only get 17 or 18 miles to the

gallon," Thayer said. "Only the
cars that get 20 to 30 miles to the
gallon will sell," he added.
THAYER SAID HIS 1979 sales
decreased less than 5 percent in
comparison to 1978. The decrease
indicates a 20-25 car difference in
the number of cars sold, he said.
He attributes much of the
decline in sales to the media's
coverage of the slump.
"If people keep reading there's
a sales slump, they're not going to
buy cars," Thayer maintained.
He said that although he may
increase his advertising to
promote sales, most likely he will
"kindof wait it out."
THAYER MAINTAINS that
Bowling Green is a good area for
selling cars because it is rural.
"People don't get laid off like in
the city. You don't get laid off
from farms," he said.
Wilbur Doren, manager of Max
June Auto Sales, 740 S. Main St.,
also attributes the time of the
year to a decrease in car sales.
"There's always a letup in

January and February," Doren
said.
He noted that last year he sold
18-20 cars in January. He
estimates that only 12 will be sold
this month, accounting for a 33percent decrease in sales.
THIS YEAR, cars will have to
get 20 or more miles to a gallon
"for anybody to look at them,"
Doren said.
Referring to the current sales
slump affecting the country,
Doren said, "It's got to improve.
If the auto industry folds, we have
a big problem."
In contrast to his competitors,
Don Frias, manager of Bowling
Green Lincoln Mercury Inc., 1079
N. Main St., said his sales have
increased 25 percent since last
year at this time.
American Motors products
have "super gas mileage," he
said, adding that a new model, the
Spirit, gets 30 miles to the gallon.
Frias said, "I don't give a damn
what the economy is, if you've got
good people selling, you're going
to sell."

HOWEVER, Goings, BSU vice
president of business, said last
night that she had not heard of
Foote'j apparent resignation.
At press time, Jordan, BSU
ombudsman, was unavailable for
comment. Nathaniel Johnson, BSU
vice president of operations, also
could not be reached.
"If they (the other BSU
executive council members) say
they don't know anything about it,
then you'll have to talk to them
later," Foote replied when informed that Goings said she did not
know about Foote's apparent
resignation.
Okoiti said that Foote had submitted a letter of resignation
yesterday to the BSU o.'.":ce. But
Okoiti and the other executive
council members said they have
not seen the notice.
HOWEVER, Okoiti said she
contacted Foote and the other BSU
executive council members late
last night.
"Angela felt she wasn't pulling
her equal load," Okoiti said.
She said that Foote thought the
best solution was to resign.
After talking with the other
executive council members last
night, Okoiti said they did not feel
that Foote's illness was a burden
and did not mind "picking up the
slack" until Foote had recovered
fully from her health condition.
THE EXECUTIVE council
members, including Foote, met
last night to clear up any
misperceptions that exist, Okoiti
added.
She also said she does not feel
there is any animosity among the
BSU's executive council members.
Goings said she did not know if a
replacement would be named. The
BSU is to elect new officers at its
Jan. 31 meeting, she added.

Task force to address energy problems
by Pam Dalglelsh
copy editor

A campus-wide task force has
been convened to deal with
problems of energy conservation
and use at the University.
Dr. Thomas B. Cobb, assistant
vice provost for research and
chairman of the task force, said
new federal policies on building
temperature restrictions, new
energy audit requirements and
increasing utility costs have
rekindled awareness of energy
problems and the need for renewed
conservation efforts.
Thermostats inside buildings
other than residences must be kept
at 65 degrees to comply with
federal energy standards, he said.
He noted also that the University is
required by the state to audit its
energy usage before it can receive
state funding for its energy
programs.

Cobb said the University's
energy budget for fiscal year ending June 30,1979, amounted to $3.1
million last year, compared to $2.5
million the year before. Projected
expenses for fiscal year ending
June 30,1980, are $3.7 million.
THE INCREASES ARE due to
higher utility costs and inflation,
Cobb said.
"The University feels the pinch
of inflation like anyone else," he
said.
Cobb said the task force will
serve as a coordinating body for
campus activities related to energy
conservation and use, and in an
advisory capacity to the director of
the physical plant in related
matters.
He stressed that the task force
wi its to increase the awareness of
students, faculty and staff concerning the energy situation. He

hopes that the University community will cooperate with the
committee by conserving energy
whenever possible.
"Just turn off the lights when you
leave a room," he said.
A SIMILAR task force was in
operation at the University
beginning in November 1973 but
was disbanded following the 1973-74
Arab oil embargoand after several
energy conserving programs were
implemented by the group, Cobb
said.
Those programs included the
insulation of steam lines that carry
heat to campus buildings, the
alteration of outside lighting to
conserve energy and the establishment of a computer system that
monitors and adjusts the amount of
energy used in most campus
buildings.
The new task force currently is
concerned with the issue of

building temperature restrictions,
energy auditing and energyrelated renovation programs
program scheduling, new construction
programs
and
recognition and awareness campaigns related to energy conservation and use.
Cobb explained that program
scheduling refers to attempts to
make efficient use of campus
buildings by scheduling activities
in a few buildings instead of
heating and lighting many
buildings. This refers mainly to
extra-curricular activities, he said.
BEFORE ANY new construction, the task force plans to
determine the long-term expenses
of operating the new facility in
terms of energy costs.
The task force, formed in
December, meets twice a month.
Those persons currently serving on
the committee are, in addition to

Cobb, Charles L. Codding, director
of the physical plant; Robert J.
McGeein, director of academic
facilities planning; Cary Brewer,
registrar, and James M. Sharp,
director of conferences and
arrangements.
Also on the task force are
Fayetta Paulsen, assistant vice
provost for residence life; William
B. Jackson, director of environmental Studies, and Anthony
J. Palumbo, assistant professor of
industrial
education
and
technology.
Students on the task force are
undergraduates Carl Unterweiser,
John Church and Dennis Brown
and graduate student Ron Watchiett.
Members ex-officio are George
Postich, vice president for
operations; Norman H. Bedell,
director of technical support
services, and Frank L. Finch,
energy management supervisor.

opinion
The President shouldn't get involved with politics
"Is this Mr. Eldridge Winkler,
chairman of the Flatbottom, Iowa,
Democratic Party?"

"Yes, it is."
"Just a minute. The President of
the United States of America would
like to speak to you.''
•ELDRIDGE, this is Jimmy
Carter. I am calling you from the
White House, which I am unable to
leave because of all the worldwide
crises that are preventing me from
campaigning during this election
year."
"Yes, sir, Mr. President. It's
very kind of you to take time out
from your busy schedule, which
must be consuming every minute
of your day. Can I ask what you're
calling about?"
"I just finished a meeting with

focus
Art Buchwald
the National Security Council
concerning Iran, and I'm going into
another meeting with the secretary
of state over Afghanistan, and I
was wondering how things were
going in Iowa."
"You mean politically?"
"OF COURSE not politically. I
don't believe the President should
get involved in politics at a
moment like this. It's beneath
him."
"If you say so, Mr. President.

But why did you call then ? "
"I was just thinking about you
and all the loyal supporters in Iowa
who did so much for me in 1976
when I first started running for the
highest office in this land."
"You mean with all the things
you've got to worry about, you've
had time to think about Iowa? "
"I ALWAYS think about Iowa. I
can never forget your amber
waves of grain and your corn which
is as high as an elephant's eye, it
reaches right up there into the
sky."
"Now that you mention it, Mr.
President, the people in Flatbottom would like to ask you about
all that grain and corn. Why on
earth did you put an embargo on

food to the Soviet Union at this
time?"
"Can you keep a state secret,
Eldridge? If this leaked out, our
whole foreign policy could be in
jeopardy."
"Of course, Mr. President."

"ELDRIDGE, I'm going to say
one word to you now, but I don't
want you to tell anyone where you
heard it."
"I'm listening, Mr. President."
"Gasohol!"

"THE RUSSIANS can't be
trusted."
"When on earth did you find that
out?"
"About three weeks ago. They
don't know what it is to keep their
word. I'm glad I discovered it
during my first term as President.
It's given me a whole new insight
into Soviet-American relations."
"But what do you do with all the
grain and corn you told us to raise
for the last three years?"

"GASOHOL. I want all the
farmers in Iowa to take all their
grain and soybeans and corn and
make alcohol out of it. Then I want
you to take that alcohol and pour it
into your fuel tanks. Then I want
everyone to get in their cars and
drive around with their headlights
on and show the Soviets we mean
business when they invade
Afghanistan."
"Anything you say, Mr.
President. Would you like to know

"Gas-a-what?"

how the Iowa caucuses are going? "
"No, Eldridge, I didn't call to
talk about caucuses. I know the
people of Iowa will do the right
thing next week, in spite of the fact
I have been too busy to further my
own political fortunes in your great
state. Goodbye, Eldridge. I'll pray
for you."
"IS THIS Mr. Cameron Doolittle
of the Mason City, Iowa,
Democratic Party? Just a minute,
I have the President of the United
States of America on the line."
"Cameron, this is Jimmy Carter
and as you know I am unable to
leave the White House, but..."
(c) 1980,
Syndicate.
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A rare honor for
a rare man

Congratulations are in order for former University soccer and lacrosse
coach Mickey Cochrane who is having the University's soccer field
named after him.
The University Board of Trustees picked Cochrane following 14 successful seasons as head coach of the University's soccer and lacrosse
teams. He retired from active coaching in 1978.
Cochrane brought the University programs in both sports to national
prominence by recording impressive 68-56-14 and 88-24 records in soccer
and lacrosse, respectively. Two of Cochrane's soccer teams participated
in NCAA tournaments, and two of his lacrosse teams were involved in the
U.S. Intercollegiate Lacrosse Association tournaments.
He also served as head coach of the 1954 national all-star soccer game,
as well as head coach of the Ohio all-star games in 1969 and 1973.
Three of Cochrane's lacrosse teams won the Midwest Lacrosse
Association championships, and six of his teams finished in the nation's
top 25 rankings. In 1970, Cochrane was named the college lacrosse coach
of the year.
Mickey Cochrane has done more for the sports of lacrosse and soccer at
the University than any other individual. Through his efforts, two
relatively unpopular sports in the Midwest developed into successful,
popular sports here. In addition, he has contributed significantly to the
development of the women's lacrosse program.
Men like Cochrane are rare. He deserves the honor he has received.

letters —
Don't let UT exploit cheer d
J. have been an avid basketball
fan of Bowling Green for the past
six.years, and during my term at
the University as well as my
alumni years, I have made it a
point to follow the Bowling Green,
Toledo contests. This Saturday
afternoon one of the finest rivalries
in the MAC will take place at
Anderson Arena when Toledo
comes to town.
This letter does not directly deal
with the contest, but rather with
one cheer. It has been one of the
trademarks of the BG pep band,
and famous as it may be it has been
exploited by Rocket fans for many
years, that cheer is I Ziggy Zumba.
At the end of each chorus BG fans
yell out B-G-S-U, to which UT fans
respond in disgusting delight -C-KS, (B-G-S-U-C-K^S). Why should we
give them the pleasure, it only
excites them more! Anyone who
has ever witnessed this knows of
what I am speaking. My plea is to
eliminate the cheer or create some
variance for ONE game, in order to
give UT fans ONE less thing to
cheer about. Besides everyone
knows what the outcome will be, so
you might say Rocket fans will

have TWO less things to cheer
about. GO FALCONS!
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Mike Oleksak
214 Napoleon Apt. 40

A chicken in every microwave oven ?
I think I've figured out why
Jackson Browne, Linda Ronstadt,
California Governor Jerry Brown
and
Countless
others
are
bemoaning the dangers of nuclear
energy and radiation.
They probably tried to cook a
chicken dinner in a microwave
oven.
I know. I tried it just last Sunday.
Usually, I'd stick to my Mom's
tried-and-true recipe for baked
chicken via the conventional oven.
But since the oven in my apartment is out to lunch with the pilot
light, and since I know as much
about relighting gas ovens as I do
about motorcycle maintenance, I
decided to wing it with my chicken
and my roommate's microwave
oven.
"PLACE TWO pounds of chicken
pieces, skin side up, in a two-quart
utility dish," the microwave cookbook instructed me. "Brush with

focus
Paula Winslow
melted butter and sprinkle with
paprika."
This done, I pluckily placed my
two chicken thighs in the dish,
dribbled some melted Parkay on
them and locked them in the
radiation chamber.
"Cover and cook with microwave
energy 14 minutes," the book
continued. "Turn and rearrange
pieces in dish. Cook 12 minutes
longer or until done."
Twenty-six minutes later, I
opened the door, expecting to find a
scrumptious chicken dinner
awaiting my palate.
UNFORTUNATELY, I opened
the door to find that the microwave

energy really did a number on that
bird.
I might have been able to chew
the things if I had sabers for
molars and a garbage disposal for
a stomach. That fowl was so hard I
could have used it to start a rock
collection.
In fact, I think what that
microwave oven did was to speed
up time and fossilize my dinner in
26 minutes instead of 26 million
years, as it usually would take.
(So what if the instructions were
for two pounds of chicken, not two
two-ounce pieces. But gee whiz,
what do they expect poor college
students to use for money to buy
two pounds of poultry?)
THIS IS NOT my first encounter
with the wonderful world of
microwaves. Once I tried cooking a
simple lunchtime fare in the
wonderful wave chamber: a piece
of bread with some cheese melted

on it ( a poor man's variation of
grilled cheese).
Anyway, after about three
minutes, I removed my lunch from
the oven, only to find the cheese
had become more rubbery than
Goodyear's best radial.
Then there's the episode with the
frozen peas. In just a few seconds,
a whole bowlful of cute little green
legumes met their second deaths,
becoming grotesquely shriveled
and dry-sort of like green raisins.
Another
classic
case
of
fossilization. I think.
I KNOW I'M not the only one who
has had close encounters of the
radioactive kind. My family has
just added a new member to our
kitchen appliance family. You
guessed it, a microwave oven.
After we all took a crash course
in radiology and physics and
deciphered the instruction booklet,
we got our nerve up and tried it out

on some leftover pizza.
We were somewhat less than
pleased when we saw our snack
had been converted into a very
unappetizing pile of ash.
When that experiment failed, we
gave the ham a shot, or rather, a
zap. After an afternoon of experimentation, the refrigerator
was cleaned out and the garbage
can filled up.
Obviously, microwave magic
was not meant for everybody. I
realize it, my mom realizes it, even
politicians realize it. (Have you
ever heard of anyone campaigning
on the promise of a chicken in
every microwave?)
I guess I better learn about pilot
lights or motorcycle maintenance
before my next meal.
Paula Winslow eats mostly
peanut butter and jelly sandwiches
and is managing editor of the
News.

by Garry Trudeau
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To aid student researchers

briefs.

Library research facility extends its hours

Wine, cheese party
Women in Business is sponsoring a wine and cheese party for faculty
and students from 3:30-5:30 p.m. Sunday at the home of Marie Hodge,
assistant dean of the College of Business. For information call 352-3363.
The meeting is free and public.

Students to sponsor brunch
The BG Jewish Students Group is sponsoring a bagel brunch at 11
a.m. Sunday in the Alumni Room, Union. Interested students and
faculty are invited to attend the event which is free.

Management Club meeting
The Management Club will hold its first meeting of the quarter at
8:30 p.m. Monday in 112 Business Administration Bldg. The meeting is
open to all.

Journalists to meet
The Society of Professional Journalists will meet at 7:30 p.m.
Monday in 107 Hanna Hall. All members and those interested in
planning Journalism Week, which will be held at the University in
April, are encouraged to attend.

World Student Association party
The World Student Association will hold an International Party
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. today in the Commuter Center, Moseley Hall. The
event is free and public.

First of art film series
' I Viteloni," a film depicting director Fellini's neo-realistic view of
his wasted youth, will be shown at 9:30 p.m. Monday in 204 Fine Arts
Bldg. The movie is the first in a series of six art films sponsored by the
University School of Art, to be shown winter and spring quarters. The
presentation is free and public.

Arthur Langford to speak
The Rev. Arthur Langford Jr., Atlanta councilman and president of
the United Youth Adult Conference of Atlanta, will discuss Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. and the civil rights movement at 8 p.m. tomorrow in
the Amani, Commons. Langford participated in many of King's civil
rights marches and is the author of the play, "The Life of a King." His
presentation is free and public.

Mozart opera to be performed
"The Magic Flute," one of Mozart's most popular operas, will be
presented at 8 p.m. today and tomorrow in Bryan Recital Hall, Musical
Arts Center. The performances will be directed by F. Eugene Dybdahl,
associate professor of music, and are sponsored by the University
Opera Theater. Tickets are $1 each and are available at the door.

Music honorary to perform
Sigma Alpha Iota, the women's music honorary society, will present
an American Musicale at 8 p.m. Sunday in Bryan Recital Hall, Musical
Arts Center. The program will feature a tribute to American composers and an original work by Marilyn Sampen, an instructor of
composition. The event is free and public.

by Bart Porter
staff reporter

In an effort to increase its usage
by University students, the Center
for Archival Collections, located on
the fifth foor of the University
Library, has extended its hours to
accommodate those who need to
use the research facility during
evening hours.
The new hours are 8:30 a.m. to
noon and 1-9 p.m. Mondays and
Tuesdays. The regular hours of
8:30 a.m. to noon and 1-4:30 p.m.
are being maintained Wednesday
through Friday.
According to Dr. Richard
Wright, director of the Archives,
the center is "essentially a service
for the student to use when doing
research papers and other investigative work."
"A great deal of the people that
use the Archives are students who
are doing research on a paper.

either because a profesor assigned
them to use the archives as a
source or because of their own
interest to do something on the
University for a class," Wright
said.
"MOST STUDENTS don't use
the Archives until they are forced
to for a class," he added.
Wright said he thinks that "once
students are aware of the
materials available, they come
back under different disciplines
than the situation they were forced
into.

were extended to fulfill a student
need.

Great Lakes shipping material in
the nation, Wright said.

"SINCE WE have implemented
the new hours, we have had a large
number of people coming in the
evenings to utilize our materials,"
Yon said.
As well as helping students, Yon
said, the extended hours will be an
aid to persons who live off campus
and cannot get to the Archives
until after they get off work.

ACCORDING TO Dr. Donald
Van Lare, director of the Great
Lakes region of Archval Collections, "People should use the
Archives because of the overwhelming wealth of material
available.

"We can do a lot for students who
need help with researching
According to Wright, many of- projects because we're building up
campus residents visit the. a resource for students to use to
Archives because of the vast pursue their education," he said.
amount of genealogical inWright said he hopes students
formation available.
will use the Archives as "a
"We also get people who just stimulant as well as a source of
want to experience the pleasure of information."
learning about the history of northwest Ohio or maritime history,"
"The center is here to serve the
because the center contains the students and give them an inlargest documentary collection of telectual boost," he said.

"It is at this time that most
students discover the joy of using
primary materials that can't be
gathered from the use of many
secondary sources," Wright said.
According to Paul Yon, director
of the Northwest Ohio region of
Archival Collections, "The hours

This attic holds more than old baby clothes
by Diane Rado
stall reporter

An inspection of the attic in many
homes might include battling the
stench of mothballs, avoiding
entanglement in cobwebs or
stumbling over boxes of old baby
clothes.
A search in the attic of a Lima
home, however, provided Ed
Tripp, 19337 Haskins Road, with
what he said was a "part of
history."
Tripp said he and his friend, Dan
Cooke, who rents the home in Lima
at 1018 Wayne Street, discovered a
trunk containing a bundle of seven
yellowed pages of newspapers last
Saturday when they were looking
through the attic in the house.
Although most of the papers have
early 20th century dates, one, the
Ulster County Gazzette, published

Tripp said he does not know who
saved the old newspapers.
"I think it was really a combination of people who lived in the
house over the years," he said.

in Kingston, Mass., is dated
January 4,1800.
"THIS ONE is my favorite,"
Tripp said.
The Gazzette features a letter
from the Senate to President John
Adams concerning the death of
George Washington, which occurred on Dec. 14,1799.
Another favorite paper of the
Tripp's is The Rebel from Chattanooga, Tenn., dated Aug. 9,1862.
The paper contains news of the
military movement of cavalry
leader Jeb Stuaret, a Confederate
general in the Civil War.

DAN COOKE, who has been
living in the lima house with his
wife and three children since
November, said a family named
Ayers may have been the first
residents of the home, and
probably saved the papers.
Cooke said the house is nearly a
century old, judging from several
photos of the home and the town of
Lima, dated 1904, which were also
found in the attic.
"Some of the papers we found
lining shelves in the basement,"
Cooke said.
"I gave them to Tripp so he could
find out if there are any historical
value to them."

"THIS IS fantastic," Tripp said.
"It's like touching a part of
history."
Other papers discovered in the
bundle include the Dayton Daily
News and The Lima News, both
dated Dec. 10,1936.

txuxnx

YON ADDED that the papers
from
Tennessee
and
Massachusetts are not within the
collecting scope of the University.
The University only covers northwest Ohio, he said.
Yon said he instructed Tripp to
contact historical places in the
areas where the papers were
published.
"I would bet these places already
have copies though," Yon said.
He also said the copy of tht
Ulster County Gazzette Tripp has
may be a facsimile.
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BGSU Gospel Choir

Ski Doyne Highlands with

The Student Rec Center

PRESENTS

Feb.22 - 24
Lodge at the Bartley House
Registration Deadline: Feb. 15th
Cost is $99

""■V

TRIPP SAID he called the
Center for Archival Collections at
the University Library, but
associate director Paul Yon said
the papers would only be worth
$1.50to$5apiece.
According to Yon, these are the
prices set by the rare book market.

* FESTIVAL OF CHOIRS *
January 19, 1980
at

includes: - Lift tickets for Sat. ond Sun.
- Lodging at the Bartley House
Fri. and Sat.
- Breakfast Sat. and Sun.
Dinner Sat. night
- Transportation

Bryan Hall - NE Music Bldg.
with

Choirs from:

Elyria
Fremont
Delaware
Univ. of Cincinnati

Time: 3:30 p.m.

Donation: 50*
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SENIORS:
IT'S YOUR VERY LAST
CHANCE TO HAVE YOUR PORTRAIT
TAKEN FOR THE I980 KEY!!!

*
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*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

BOB WELCH

4

OR. HOOK

Th« Oth«r On*

SomtHmiYouWn
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A five-minute

ALL THESE
NOW ONLY.
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NOEL POINTER
Ftel It

sitting is all it takes!
Call 372-0086 today before it's too late!
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THIS WEEK!

} "FIND IT AT FINDERS"

*
* BEST SELECTION IN TOWN AT THE LOWEST PRICES AROUND!

Stop by our picture sale Thursday in the Student Services Forum and Friday
in the Union Foyer. You can buy 7x9 or 8x10 black and white prints of
almost any campus evervt for only 25 each!

You can also reserve your

copy of the yearbook at the table for S9.95 before prices go up to SI 2.00
in February.

*
*
*
*
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OPEN 7
DAYS A
WEEK

Mon. - Sat.
9 a.m. • 10 p.m.
Sundays
11 a.m. - 6 p.m.

*
*
*
*

AMERICA

•-

Preserve your face forever in your yearbook.

*
*
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*
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*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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i
*

128 N. Main St. /

1432 E. Wooster*
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Cult labeled 'den of perversion'by ex-member
by Bart Porter
staff reporter

Editor's note: The first article of
this four-part series dealt with the
experiences of Una McManus-a
former member of the Children of
God cult. In part two. McManus
discusses the cult's practice of
religious prostitution and explains
how she deprogrammed her mind
from cult influence. McManus was
interviewed by the News in
McComb, Ohio, while she was on a
public speaking tour.
On the surface, the Children of
God organization appears to be a
religious group concerned with
fellowship communities and Bible
interpretations.
However, according to Una
McManus, a former member of the
group that she defines as a "cult,"
the fellowship communities are
centers of mind-control indoctrination, and the Bible interpretations involve beliefs of a
modern God incarnate and
practices of religious prostitution.
"Cults come on as good, clean
religious groups, but are really
dens of perversion," seeking to
take advantage of vulnerable
young people, McManus said.

According to McManus, who is
writing a book on her experiences
with the cult, the sexual activities
of cult leaders were always apparent in the group, as were the
sexual practices of the cult's
founder, David Berg, alias "Moses
David," a self-declared descendant
of the prophets.
"BERG IS BEST DESCRIBED
as essentially a dirty old man and a
polygamist," she said.
Berg originally was ordained in
the Christian Missionary Alliance
and was also "a defrocked Baptist
minister who lost his position
because of his relations with ladies
in his congregation," McManus
said.
"Berg has at least seven wives"
and "many, many children,
because he forbade birth control,"
McManus said.
'Children are a vital part of the
cult and are strictly disciplined by
cult leaders," who do not allow the
children to attend public schools,
she said.
This is done to ensure that the
children are good representatives
of the cult when they reach
adulthood, she added.
ACCORDING TO McManus,
members of Berg's family are

considered the kings and queens of
the cult. Berg himself is the central
figure of the cult, next to God on a
pyramidical model, and many
members refer to him as "Dad."
McManus said Berg believes that
"women are here (on Earth) only
to serve the physical and sexual

children in November 1977 in
Summit County (Ohio) Circuit
Court, she said.
McManus said she left the cult
after five years of communal living
in Ireland, England, Sweden and
Norway because the cult wanted
her to become a religious

Cults come on as good clean religious
groups, but are really dens of perversion."
needs of men."
"All women in the group are to
remain loyal to him (Berg) first
and to always be at his disposal,"
she said.
Although the cult has a practice
of matching people for marriage,
McManus said, she was "one of the
lucky ones" who was allowed to
choose her own husband.
AT THE age of 16, she married
another cult member and within
five years gave birth to two sons,
John and Michael. McManus
divorced her husband and left the
cult in April 1977 with her children.
Her ex-husband took the children
back to the cult, after which
McManus sued him for alienation
of affection and won custody of the

prostitute.
"The
idea of religious
prostitution came up in 1976 and
was introduced to cult members
very slowly," McManus said.
SHE SAID cult members were
told by the leaders that "God is
love and sex is a human need." If
members of the cult could win a
few lost souls by acts of sex, the
organization would be helped, the
leaders told them.
According to McManus, women
in the cult practice '•flirty-fishing,"
which is the act of attracting
wealthy businessmen in affluent
nightclubs, bars and discos and
recruiting them into the cult.
McManus also said the cult
leaders encourage religious

prostitution by both sexes as well
as homosexual encounters, and
cult members are told to engage in
these activities several times
daily.
Cult members are then instructed to file a report on those
persons whom they have sexually
entertained and to include such
information as that person's
profession, financial status and
what occurred during the encounter.
MCMANUS SAID she refused to
comply with the orders of the cult
and left shortly thereafter, when
she began to deprogram her mind.
"I had to make myself think
again, then searched for all the
information I could find on cults,"
she said, referring to books and
persons knowledgeable on the
subject.
After
successfully
deprogramming
her mind,
McManus said, she began speaking
publicly about her experiences
along with Marchia Carroll, who
also had been involved with a
religious cult.
McManus then met the Rev. Dr.
John C. Cooper, pastor of St. John's
Lutheran Church in McComb,
Ohio, who found a publisher for her
book.

MCMANUS, WHO is now a
journalism student at Akron
University, began her book in
September 1979. She plans to
complete it by February. Cooper is
serving as editor on the project.
"I think my book will be valuable
to anyone who knows persons in a
cult and will relate what they are
going through. I hope to present
what the effects of mind-control
methods are and how to
rehabilitate a person after
someone else has manipulated
their mind," she said.
McManus, who is now a member
of the United Church of Christ,
quoted deprogramming pioneer
Ted Patrick to describe how to help
someone recover from the effects
of mind control.
She said that according to
Patrick, "deprogramming is
essentially just talk...in cult indoctrination, everything is done to
prevent a person from thinking...I
do everything I know to start him
thinking."
McManus says she reflects this
belief.
"A person has to face the
questions and doubts they have
about a cult in order to shake their
faith."

Five-year-old social work program gains early accreditation
After only five years in
existence, the social work program
at the University has been accredited by the Council on Social
Work Education.
Evan Bertsche, director of the
program, said it is unusual for a
young program to be granted
accreditation.
"Most programs are in existence
long before they apply for accreditation." he said. "Some have
been in existence at least 15 or 20

years. Ours is very young."
The social work program was
established in 1974 as an undergraduate program separate
from the sociology department.
Bertsche began the program with
one other full-time faculty member.
THE COUNCIL accredits all
social work programs in the
country, basing accreditation on
the content of the program. To be
eligible, programs must include

ALPHA GAMS

including Bertsche. The program,
Bertsche said that accreditation apply in Ohio.
the study of human behavior and
For students in the program, with over 200 students, is growing.
environment, social research, will draw students to the
"One of our problems is being
accreditation may mean better
social welfare policies and ser- University.
jobs and graduate school op- able to teach all of our students
vices, and social work practice.
with so few faculty," Bertsche
"MOST OF the students got into portunities.
The University is joining eight
"That's great," Lisa Kalio, a said. He added, that he has relied
social work after they chose
other accredited Ohio schools that
heavily upon other departments to
Bowling Green," Bertsche said. student in the program, says.
offer undergraduate programs in
"I was doubtful. I didn't think it help the programs along.
"Now we will have some drawing
social work.
"We utilize the popular culture
would pass. I'm graduating soon,
power."
"I felt we were very vulnerable
To practice social work in some and it will help me when I apply to and philosophy departments quite
when we applied, but they (council
a bit. Also, the sociology departstates, a person must have grad school."
members) liked what they saw,"
THE PROGRAM now is staffed ment has been very supportive of
graduated from an accredited
he said."About 40 percent are
school. However, this does not by four full-time faculty members, us," he said.
turned down the first time."
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AND THEIR DATES
ARE
PSYCHED FOR
A COOL TIME ON
THE ICE
SAT. JAN. 19th

MONDAY, JANUARY 21
CAMPUS ROOM - UNION
7:00 p.m.

$1.00 per team

Sign-up now in UAO office.
Any questions call 372-2343.

ALEX BEVAN LIVE!

2 for!

Thurs. & Fri. Jan. 17 & 18

PIZZA

2 SHOWS EACH NIGHT
8:00 & 10:00 p.m.

MONDAY
(PAGLIAI'S EAST ONLY)

SIDE DOOR
OF THE UNION
Tickets On Sale Now
In UAO Office $3.00
$3.50 At The Door

Monday, 5 to 8 at Pagliai's East, get a
pizza free when you purchase another
large pizza of equal or greater value.
(Sorry, no delivery. Pick-up or eat-in only.)

PdgliQi's
SQUIH

ual ClSrt
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6HAPPYHOURS*
w
Today in the
FALCON'S NEST

Come in a costume and become
eligible to win tickets to the
UAO CAMPUS FILM

"HALLOWEEN »»
A pass to THE REST OF the
CAMPUS FILMS THIS YEAR will be
awarded for the for the
BEST COSTUME
H9
ni-is We're More
Than Concerts
*WWMVMWWWM***AAAA*AA***AAAA******«M

CLA'ZEL

'■fAJURDAY;
* SUNDAY:

• THEATRE•

8 POP BEER WINE LIGHTERS MILK EGGS BREAB BUTTER SOUPS SHIRTS

N MAIN. ■ C

(CAMPUS)
(CORNER)

T.O.'s

Presents

ACU-I COLLEGE BOWL

*"Seats I
» Sl.SOa
J

B.G.S.U.'s OWN TIM CONWAY'Vn "*••••«*
"THE PRIZE FIGHTER" AT 7:30 and 9:15 p.m.
SATURDAY AT 2:00-7:30 ond 9:15 p.m.
SUNDAY SHOWING AT 2:30-3:45-7:30 ond 9:15 p.m.

(EVERYDAY CAMPUS NEEDS)

TIMCONWAV DONKNOTTS

We Spacialize In:

THE PRIZE FIGH11 k
A Knockout Comedy!

•PROFESSIONAL PRINTING ON ALL
SPORTSWEAR (ATTENTION ALL GREEKS
>

AND OTHER ORGANIZATIONS!)

•FILM AND FILM PROCESSING

B
C

•STUDENT STAPLES
(BEER, WINE, POP, MILK, BREAD, SCHOOL
SUPPLIES, ETC.)

CO
TJ

O
TO
-I

LOCATED ACROSS FROM KOHL HALL
70
IN CORNER OF WOOSTER & S. COLLEGE >
OPEN SATURDAYS

352-3365

PERSONAL NEEDS OTHER PAIN RELEIVERS BREAKFAST CEREALS

V

GREEK WEEK IS NO
HOG - WASH

-n
70

ITS ROLLING IN WINTER
QUARTER THE WEEK OF
FEB. 18-22
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consumer corner

Graduate internship established
at University television station

Off-campus housing hunt begins
Editor's note: Consumer Corner is a weekly
feature of The BG News taken from current public
topics, inquiries and closed cases of the Student
Consumer Union, 405 Student Services Bldg. This
week's information was provided by SCU member
Mona McCoy.
Dear SCU.
I have heard of students already looking for offcampus housing for next school year. Is it too late to
start looking for off-campus housing for the 1980-81
school year? I'm worried because I don't want to be
shut out of all housing.
Signed, Worried about Shelter
Dear Worried,

Although the scramble for off-campus housing for
the 1980-81 school year has begun, University
Housing Director Robert Rudd says there are
plenty of spaces off-campus, ^o students need not
panic.
Every year, the search for off-campus housing
begins earlier. However, Rudd said, the majority of
the students that start looking early are interested
in finding something close to campus.
"The apartments that usually go first are the
least expensive and the ones that are closest to
campus," he said. But there is no need for students
to panic."
MIDGE SMITH, a representative from Pendleton
Realty, said some students started looking for offcampus housing in October.
Newlove Realtors and Preferred Properties also
said numerous students have started looking for
of f-campus housing.
Rudd said students, particularly women, start
searching early because they are extremely
security conscious.
"Many parents won't let their kids move offcampus unless it is fairly close," Rudd said.
LAST YEAR, it became evident that applications
for on-campus housing would exceed the number of
spaces available so the housing office sent letters to
underclassmen allowing them to move off-campus.
"Although these letters weren't sent out until late

by Dav* Drake
assistant copy editor

spring quarter, about 125 students still found places
to live off-campus," Rudd said.
He added that although graduates who apply to
the University do not know until summer whether
they have been accepted, most of those who are
accepted still find places to live.
"Four students who want to get an apartment but
really don't care about the distance from campus
could probably wait until May to begin their
search," Rudd said.
He added that there has been discussion about
releasing students from the rule that they must live
on campus for two years.

In response to student interests,
a graduate internship has been
established this quarter at Channel
57, WBGU-TV.
Dr. Duane E. Tucker, director of
television services, said the
program will give graduate
students an opportunity to get work
experience. Several graduate
students had expressed concern
about the lack of practical experience they were receiving as
part of their program, he said.

"IN THE past, we have always waited to see if
on-campus housing applications would exceed the
number of spaces available before allowing underclassmen to move off-campus. However, consideration is currently being given to releasing
Students by Feb. 1, excluding incoming freshmen,"
he said.
"If our recommendation is accepted," Rudd said,
"I think we'll gamble. We anticipate having too
many students wishing to live on campus again and
will recommend releasing a certain number of
those students."
There are several steps Rudd recommended for
students wanting to move off campus.
The first step is for students to stop in at the
Student Consumer Union) 405 Student Services
Bldg.) to pick up an off-campus housing guideline.
Also available at the office is a booklet called
"Consuming Sense" which contains information on
how to find roommates, what to look for in a lease
and the Landlord-Tenant Bill.

Tucker said the program was
developed last quarter by himself,
Dr. R.K. Clark, chairman of the
radio-television-film department,
and Dr. Denise Trauth, assistant

director of the School of Speech
Communication.
Previously, the only way for
graduate students to work in the
television station was by receiving
an assistantship, which is only
available to four graduate
students, Tucker said.

be continued in the future. He said
students have already expressed
interest in the program for spring
quarter.
Drew Sheckler is a graduate
student in the program serving as a
management assistant.

THE INTERNSHIP program has
seven positions - a supervisor, a
management assistant, a news
assistant, a public information
assistant,
two
production
assistants and an instructional
television assistant.
Interns receive four hours credit
for their work at the station,
Tucker said. The course is an
elective.
Tucker said he is pleased with
the program and thinks that it will

Sheckler said he has been
working with Tucker, learning
about the station. One of his tasks
will be a job analysis of positions at
the station to see if any changes are
warranted.
"It's a great opportunity,"
Sheckler said. "Without it, I
probably wouldn't have gotten into
the station because they don't hire
graduate students."
Sheckler said he thinks that all of
the students wanting to work at the
station received an internship.

Lambda Chi Alpha charter accepted
The Interfratemity Council last
week voted to accept the charter of
Lambda Chi Alpha, one of the
largest national fraternities. The
University now has chapters of 19
of the 20 largest national fraternities.
"We were surprised and excited," B. Timothy Stanford,
president of IFC, said yesterday.
Stanford explained that the charter
had been rejected by IFC each
quarter in the last two years.
"The smaller houses were
having trouble getting filled and
didn't want further competition,"

THE SECOND step is to obtain a map of the city
and decide on an area to live. Maps are available at
several banks and motels in the city.
The third step is to make phone calls to landlords
in the area you wish to live. Find out such things as
rates, security deposits and whether utilities are
included. (Some of this information is included in
SCU's "Guideline to Off-Campus Housing".
Rudd will be one of the guest speakers at the OffCampus Housing Information Night, Jan. 22 at 7:30
p.m. in 110 Business Administration Bldg. Several
landlords and an attorney also will speak.

Stanford said. "But the men who
would join a new fraternity are
different from those who would join
an established one. They would be
men who want to start on the
ground floor and help build the
group."
The charter finally was accepted, Stanford said, because of
the council's goal to have the top 20
national fraternities at the
University. The proposal passed by
a 38-6 vote.
Lambda Chi Alpha
will be
established on campus next fall
after regular fraternity rush so

that existing fraternities will have
first priority in recruiting members.
The new fraternity will start by
advertising in The BG News.
Meetings will be held in the Union,
because the fraternity will not have
a house in which to hold a rush,
Stanford said. Like the Beta Theta
Pi and Theta Chi fraternities,
Lambda Chi Alpha will have to use
off-campus housing.
About 20 percent of the men and
15 percent of the women at the
University belong to the 24
fraternities and 15 sororities here.

j SUPPORT THE BG NEWS ADVERTISERS \
ABORTION

The Engagement
Center."

TOLL FREE
9 a.m. - 10 p.m.

1 -800-438-8039

I,

163 South Moin Street
D.G.O.

353-3251
The Place
for FINE DINING
and your favorite

prevent
Birth
Defects

Cocktails
(serving 21 and over) i

All SIUDINIS
WITH ID'S..
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Cinema 1*2 I
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Precision At A Discount.
(For students only.)
Come by lor a special student discount card
It's good lor a whole year, and entitles you to
10 percent otl any Command Performance
service Including our precision haircut
Precision haircuttmg is our technique lor
Cutting the hair in harmony with the way it
grows So as it grows it doesn't lose its
shape Your haircut will look as good after
live days as it does after five minutes
A precision haircut with shampoo and
blow dry costs just lourteen dollars for guys
or gals less 10 percent of course We also of
ler permanent waves coloring frosting and
conditioning No appointment needed |ust
come in
Take advantage ol our oiler it s precisely
what you need

2ND
BIG
WEEK
IN
B.G.!

Stvled int I.IJ.IV Aulow with .
. .itviullv selected for color, cjit ill)
And ulTStrwntccd for .i lifetime.

"AND
JUSTICE

AT
7:30 AND

•THE
JERK"
AT
7:30 AND
9:20 P.M
SATURDAY
AT 2:007:30 AND
9:20 P.M
SUNDAY
AT
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2.00-3:45

THE HUTCH PET SHOP
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WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY Nights:
With this od, you will receive a $1.00
Discount on all Dinners
(Good through Morch 6).
FRIDAY, SATURDAY in the Darbarosso Room:
Deluxe PRIME RID G SEAFOOD Buffet
HAPPY HOURS DAILY for the 21 and over crowd.

Just arrived!
Knits and Terries
Great Rec Center Apparrel
STEVE MARTIN.

Set the /cene
with

ThejERK

1

m

5-/2 gal. '6.25

352-8459

Multi-Colored Pacefs set for action.
Tuck in and swinq with tops and
bottoms in multiple colors. Con
nect with easy care 50% polyester

7.41

and 50% cotton knits m Canary.
Peacock, and Sunset.

15 gal. 12.04
20 gal. 14.78

55 gal. 75.21

Hood, Filter.Stand
BG

10 gal.

29 gal. 23.94
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TANK SALE !

when purchased with two of
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Tank Prices

All tanks will be sold at cost
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is having its annual

Jan. 18 thru Jan. 27

1011S. Main St.
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TUESDAY: LADIES NIGHT in our Bavarian Lounge

7 30 AND
9 20 P m
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SATURDAY
MATINEE

MILL'S JEWELRY
192S. Main

BEE GEE CENTER
Next to New Rink's at 1660 North Main
WOODVILLE MALL 693-5333
At main entrance across from Fox Theatre
FRANKLIN PARK MALL 472-8438
At SW entrance opposite Ohio Citizens Trust
(10 percent discount for BG students on any
service...and no appointment ever needed!!)
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9:35 P.M
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'AND JUSTICE
FOR ALL"

SPECIAL ACTIVITIES AND PROMOTIONS Constantly
MONDAY: MEXICAN FIESTA in the TAP ROOM
8:30 to 12:30 MEXICAN PLATTERS
MARGARITA (Plain, Strawberry) Specials

.7

"> \

''*
11-9 Mon.-Sat.

Sun. 1-5

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.
1st block west of
McDonald Dorms
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Nuclear waste disposal duty
shared by state, U.S. government
COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP)-The
federal government should consult
with Ohio and other states before
deciding where and how to dispose
of nuclear wastes, state senators
agreed yesterday.
TTiey approved by voice vote a
resolution urging federal adoption
of a policy of concurrence and
consultation in such matters, "in
light of recent disclosures as to the
dangers involved."
Meanwhile, the Senate Finance
Committee unanimously recommended passage of a bill earmarking a portion of state liquor
profits for loans and loan
guarantees for Ohio industry and
other employers.
The joint resolution on nuclear
waste, which now goes to the
House, does not attempt to give
Ohio authority to veto the location
of such sites within the state.
BUT IT URGES "that the

prospective host state be consulted
and informed in every step of the
site selection process."
It also calls for state officials to
adopt a state position on the
proposed waste disposal before it is
submitted for licensing by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission."
The federal government is
currently considering the Barberton area as a disposal site
because of its underground salt
dome formations, resolution
sponsor Sen. Neal F. Ziminers (DDayton) said.
Any national nuclear waste
management policy must gain
public support to be successful, the
resolution states.
"But any decision the NRC
makes is going to be unpopular if
the states are not involved in the
process," Zimmerssaid.
UNDER

THE

industrial

development bill which emerged
from the Senate Finance Committee, the state would set aside
about $15 million of its annual
liquor profits, currently about $80
million, for loans and loan
guarantees.
Sponsors said the $15 million
would back development bonds
totaling $150 million in a program
administered by the Ohio
Department of Economic and
Community Development.
Gov. James A. Rhodes is a strong
backer of the bill designed to
bolster existing industry in Ohio,
and to halt the exodus of plants and
factories to the south and southwest.
In other floor action, senators
approved 28-0 a bill giving some
cities the authority to combine the
offices of city auditor and
treasurer into a single office of
finance.

Grain industry hopes for strike end
COLUMBUS. Ohio (API-Grain
industry officials attending an
export investment conference say
they want the International
Longshoremen's Association to end
its job action and begin loading
grain to the Soviet Union again.
President Carter's 2-week-old

embargo of Soviet grain applies
only to amounts purchased over
the eight million ton annual
amount specified in a five-year
agreement with the Soviets.
It applied to an extra 12 million
tons the United States was willing
to sell the Soviets until Russia's

Christmas-week invasion of
Afghanistan.
Three million tons of that eight
million ton amount have already
been
shipped,
but
the
Ixmgshoremen refuse to load the
additional five million tons of
unembargoed grain.

classified.
"Big Man" Jerome When you
gonna lose 50?

LOST * FOUND
Found doll in a shoebox In
Memo-.. Hall pKQ lol Frl HID
Call 372 2003. ask lor Bart)
Would the person who accidently
picked up my Keystone in
stamatic camera at ihe Haven
House party please return the
lilm
into
my
oil campus
mailoox, 3201 It hat GREAT
sentimental value' Feel free to
return thecameratoo.
Lost man's leather coat uptown
Sat
night
J50 reward
No
questions asked Call 352 4042
Lost pair of glasses in brown
case in 403 Mosely Hill 2 4250

Join many ol your Iriends in Sub
Me Quick's Beer Delivery Club.
Details 143 E Wooster

Need an easy 15 00? We need
male tine arts majors to b* in a
study ot how people choose
prizes Mon. Jan. 21 at6.00pm in
Rm ll3Psych Bldg JSOOforthe
1 hr session. It Interested, call
352 7740 before 9 00 am or 6 00
8 00pm.
Alpha Phi's The Sigma Nu's are
qreased up a. ready to rock
around the clock with you
tonight! Do wop Do Wop.

Big Laurie, You don't know how
much it means to me to have you
back. This is going to be a great
quarter. KD Love 8, Mine. Little
Kathy
Hey all you Chi O's get your
selves psyched. Round up your
dates
for
our
FAMOUS
COUPLESnight!
Alpha AX'i, We would like to
welcome you back to BG lor the
start ol a quality quarter. We're
all really glad to see you back! I
AX Love. Junior Exec. Board.
PATTY
CLERICO
congratulation!
on
being
selected
as
Alpha
Sig
Sweetheart!
Love, your Chi
Omega Sisters.

RIDES
Need frequent rides to Kent will
help'>ith expenses Coll Peggy
35' 1705
1
SERVICES OFFERED
WOOD CO
AAA WRECKER
SERVICE 123 E COURT ST
BOWLING GREEN CALL 352
6949 AFTER 5PM 669 5031
Sound Machine Now accepting
bookings Call Brian Scott 352
1311
Merle Norman Cosmetics Sold
at KAY ANN BEAUTY SALON
124 W Wooster
PERSONALS
KATHI
HAVE A
BIRTHDAY PAUL.

HAPPY

Look lor a fabulous frequency
linder coming soon from WF AL.
Alpha Chi Omega Get psyched to
hit the mats at the PJ Party
Friday
night.
We're ready
SAE'S

Attention Attention SAE Men!
With AX'j you'll be together
agin, On Friday night with
pajamas & beers, our tea should
be wild, get psyched the day is
her*! Love. The AX'j.
Sons of American Legion in
Tontogany Is sponsoring SUPER
BOWL SUNDAY Huge life like
screen & refreshments. 12. In
advance S2.50 at door. Contact
Ray 352 2166
Congratulations Cathy Cox on
your engagement! Your Gamma
Phi Beia Slslers wish you ihe
bast of luck.
Congratulations Mark a, Lori on
your lavaiienng Don't get wet.

JUDY WALSH
Happy 21st!
Hope it was good Can you still
feel your not*?
The arothers ot SAE wish to
congratulate Scott Batemen 8.
Sherry Momberger on their SAE
Alpha
Phi
pinning.
Congratulations
Kappa Siga Tonight's Ihe night,
so preps don't be late; wear your
topsi«*ri * nodi lor this vary
important date Tha O.G.'i.
Hey. 3rd Prout. 3rd Dunbar 1 Pi
Kaps. com* 1 lip your hati Se*
yaSat The Phi Plis.
NCed a rid* horn*? Or to another
campus? Anywn»r* call Dial
A Ride 372 0324. 9 30 4 30. Mon

would you like someone to help
you pay lor gas? Take someone
horn* with you.. g*t In touch with
people who need rides at 372
0324. DIAL A RIDE
Getting ready lor all the sports
action ot TV. Well, get down to
Sub Me Quick 143 E Wooster &
sign up lor your beer needs
now!!
WFAL Ihe AM that isn't. Tune in
8. give us a listen

Alpha Phi's & Sigma Nu's: The
Brothers ot Alpha Sigma Phi ar*
looking lorward to partying
down with you tonight. Get
psyched!
KIRK'S COIN LAUNDRY IS
ECONOMICAL! 709 S MAIN.
THE FOLLOWING SENIORS
SHOULD PICK
UP THEIR
PROOFS AT THE KEY OFFICE. 310 STUDENT
SER
VICES
ELIZABETH LUCAS.
DENISE CAMPBELL, JERRI
EMERY, ROBERT A. HARRIS,
OEANA HECTOR, ELAINE J.
HUNTLEY, STEVEN PRITTIE.
DEBORAH
ROE,
JILL
WLODARZ, KELLY SWAN.

Linda, we were so surprised
when you blew out the candle!
It's like we never knew you 8.
Greg
would
be
engaged.
Congratulations! Zeta Love The
Sisters of ZT A.
Fish9 more days time to go
craiy with me. With luv from
your buddy Animal
Phi Deits, we're sure looking
lorward
to Friday night get
ready lor ihe best tea you'll have
Ihisquarter!!! Love. Phi Mu's.

WANTED

Artist to tastefully copy family
lineage & accompaniments. 372
0042 or 352 3753.
Babysitter needed Mon., Tues.,
Thurs noon until 3pm or later if
possible. Own car. Call 3523835
aft. or eve. or 372 2119 morn.
Bored? Make money, make]
iriends. make a luture. Shakiee
Is more than a living, irs j
lllestyle. For more info ph 823
6181
The Link is now accepting ap
plications lor volunteer coun
seiors. Training starts Feb. 4.
Deadline for application Jan. 27.
Call 352 5387.

FOR SALE

Texas instrument Calculator:
Tl 30 Brand new! $20 352 7481
Small dorm refrig 180. Call Kris
3523727
Crate guitar amp. excell
practice amp. Call John 352 3393.
FREE puppies toa good home. 7
weeks old Call 3S4 1354.
Ralchle Ski Boots.Size 9 and one
half. 2 yean old. Excell. cond
J5S;newil40. 372 1106
Stereo component set. $95 (cash
only) Call Howard Johnson's 352
2521 (apt. 210) Gloria, call after
6.
Turntable $90 & loosbail table.
840 6th St. Apt. J. 352 2227.
Ovation Deacon electric guitar,
payed $415. Any offer above $250
takes CASH ONLY. Call 352
7212
Firewood, $50 a rick (half cord)
Seasoned,
hardwoods
Delivered. Call after 7pm, 486-

3719.
Why be sour, when you can call
any hour with a grip* ol any
kind. A solution we will try to
lind!! Grip* vme starts Jan. 21,
9 30 430 Call 3720324 DON'T
FORGET DIAL A RIDE
SENIORS! THIS IS YOUR LAST
CHANCE TO HAVE YOUR
YEARBOOK
PORTRAIT
TAKEN. LIMITED NUMBER
OF
APPOINTMENTS
AVAILABLE. CALL THE KEY
OFFICE AT 372 0016 BEFORE
JANUARY 22 TO RESERVE
YOUR APPOINTMENT TIME
University
Theatre
presents
"The Skin Ol Our Teeth" Jan. 30
Feb. 1. 8pm in the Main
Auditorium Box Office: 2 2719.9
5 daily
Happy 19th Birthday to Cindy
Roi«ck. Party down a. have a
great weekend.
Lov*,
Your
"Roomi*s."

To Big Terry K I'm so happy
you're my big sister. Lov*. AX.
Little Melissa.
ATO's. Get ready lo toast the
Zeta'i Friday night I The Sisters
OIZTA.

F. rmte. needed for Spr. qtr. All
util. pd Close to campus. 154
1922
FOR RENT
1 F. rmte. to share 2 bdrm. with 2
girls. S9S mo. I elac. Call
Tammy or Pern 3527789.
2 M. rmtet. Spr. qtr. Close to
campus. Reasonable.3527015.
Need M rmte to share 7th St.
Apt $77 mo. 352 3956
F. rmte. with own bdrm. 353
0321. Close to campus.

2 F. rmtei. needed for Wtr. a,
Spr. qtn. Close to campus &
reasonable rent. For into please
cell 352 3871 Cathy or Char.

M. rmle. $75 mo. Not lar. 352
3954
F. rmle. for 1980II school year.
For 2 bdrm. apt. Non smoker
please Call 2 4945

M. rmte.. Own room, $96 mo.
Mel, util. Wlr. & Spr. Call 352
0375

2 bdrm. furn. apt. 724 6th St. 352
2643.
Moving off campus? Lilten lol
area realtors a, an attorney tell It
like it is at the Student Consume)
Union off campus housing
formation
night.Tuesday
at
7 30pm in 110 BA SCU because
you deserve lo know.
THURSTIN
APARTMENTS
AIR CONDITIONED.
FULLY
CARPETED.
CABLE VISION.
EFFICIENCY
8,
LAUNDRY
FACILITIES. NOW LEASING
FOR SUMMER 8. FALL. 451
THURSTIN
AVE.
352 5435.
OFFICE HOURS 68PM. MON.
FRI.ONLY.
Houses, apt!. & rooms. Summer
& Fall rentals. 352 7345
House tor 8 F. students. Across
Irom campus For next school
year 352 7345.
2 bdrm. apt. for 4 students. Near
campus. 352 7345.

HELP WANTED
Room

Tir*d of making b**r runs? L*t
Sub M* Quick d*llv*r 10 you. Gal
detain at U3 E Wooitor

Deits Put a llttl* lip in your doo
-yi Th* M'» ar* ready lor a
lid Saturday night

SHANNON Thanks lorbeingour
very best triend. we'll love you
eternally! Love. The Dunbar
Night Guardl.

\

Sisters of Gamma Phi Beta:
Even though we did it late, it was
really worth Ihe wall. You really
kept the secret well, so good. In
tact we couldn't tell You were
behind ul all the way. right up
until that special day Gamma
Phi Love, from your new actives,
"the Lucky Latecomeri" (L»L
get it?!)

SAE'S. The AX Pledges are
psyched tor their first PJ Party.

WOMEN IN BUSINESS WINE «,
CHEESE PARTY FACULTY 1
STUDENTS STOP »Y MRS.
MARIE HODGE'S HOME SUN.
JAN 20 FROM 3 10 5 30 P.M
ANYTIME. FOR MORE INFO.
CALL 352 3363

Thuri.

Phi Mu's Get ready tonight CUT.
it's "The Night ot the IGUANA."
Be there if you wanna. The Phi
Delts

for

rent

152 UN a

4:30pm.
$370 par thousand for envelopes
you mail. Postage Paid. Free
application. NS. 5033 Road O.
Pandora. Oh. 45177.
Nerd pt lime day positions tilled
for the following: dishwashers.
waiters or waitresses & or cooks
Apply in person Mon. Frl.
Corner Kitchen. 183 s Mam

Tlnil s irhi'ii she came
at me. wattles llljim>,

S370 per Thousand for envelopes
you mail. Postage paid. Free.
J.T Enterprises. PO Box 192BG.
Xenia. Ohio 45385

winifs //<//)/uny.

My first
nest egg.
T\hv eggs were still warm. Fell just like a
pillow that's been slept on all night. I
picked the last one up and gingerly plated
it in the basket. That's when she tame at me.
wattles Hying, wings Happing, ('.based me out ot
the hen house and right into the arms ol my
grandpa.
"Ol" Mabel get va? Bet you accidentally
took her nest egg!"
Me |yoked into the basket and drew out an
egg "This one here, seer' It's china. Put it in there
just lor Mabel. Little something ol her own so
she's not sittinn there all alone. Mighty eomlortin'
to a hen, boy. Nest egg tan be mighty comfort in'
to some lolks. too."
Later that dav. (Irandpa gave me my first
Savings Bond. Said he'd planned to give me a
lecture alyout saving, but Ol" Malyel had done it
all lor him. Told me that the Bond was my start
on a |yersonal nest egg. A little something stashed
away to keep me going.
Every year alter that, (Irandpa i>ave me
another Bond. And every time 1 got a chance. I
added a Bond ol my own to the pile. Those
Bonds grew up right along with me.
Today, I run one ot the biggest ranches in
the Southwest. And you know how it all i»ot
started? From a little bitty nest egg. (lucss I owe
a lol toCrandpa. And <)f Mallei.
Start hialiliiiii I/OIII nest egg. Nl'tfri »//' /i>/ the
I'm/mil'StlriiHfs I'lan al work. Or the linml-aMonth
Plan uhcrc i/aii save. Whelhei i/mi '<' stirinii
tm an eiliu (ilinii. retirement
in even a nt'W Innne.
s^9+^^^_ ^K
fa.'*
liniHls tan make sure
there s a land in
IfnUI lutuiv.

House avail. 140 4th St Close lo
campus Stove & refrig John
Newlove Real Estate. 352 2391

Apt. 3 bdrms . ONLY $245 mo.
includes all utilities Located on
Firil SI , easy access to campus
Call Michael for details 354 1173
II no answer, call 1174 8*49 nil
2:30am

A public «*»rvic« ol inis public •tion
•nd TM AdvttMivng Council

Take
stock
in^merica.
h
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elsewhere,
Olympics
relocated?
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Carter administration is considering trying to set up rival
Olympic Games in some city
other than Moscow and
hopefully in a Third World
country. White House sources
said yesterday.
The sources, who asked not to
be identified, said it's not clear
"who would show up" at a rival
site not sanctioned by the
International Olympic Committee.
But they said the proposal is
among several options being
studied by White House and
State Department officials
considering ways to punish the
Soviets for their military intervention in Afghanistan.
One official acknowledged
that U.S. withdrawal from the
Moscow games or a move to
establish an opposing international competition could
jeopardize the 1984 Games,
scheduled to be held in Los
Angeles.
IT HAS NOT been decided,
another source said, whether the
United States would want a rival
Olympics to be held at the same
time as those in Moscow or at
another date to permit athletes
to participate in both.
Officials said the White House
has received considerable
support from within the United
States for a boycott of the
Moscow summer Olympics, but
State Department officials have
said most U.S. allies have been
cool toward participating in
such a move.

Chemical warfare
Soviets may be poisoning Afghans
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Soviet army has brought
decontaminating equipment into Afghanistan, raising
the possibility that the Russians may be prepared to
use chemical weapons against rebel tribesmen, U.S.
intelligence sources said yesterday.
American specialists have no way of knowing what
this means. The sources said, however, it suggests
that chemical warfare may be used against rebels and
to clean up affected area so they can be occupied by
Soviet military forces of Afghan government troops.
Last fall, U.S. intelligence
officials, who
requested anonymity, expressed strong suspicion that
the Soviet Union provided chemical weapons reportedly used in Southeast Asia against Laotian
tribesmen resisting communist Pathet Lao and
Vietnamese forces.
AND IN testimony on Capitol Hill last month, a
Laotian refugee said his people were subjected to
chemical warfare attacks in which villagers suffered
"heavy bleeding from the nose, could not stop their
bodies from shaking and died in several hours."
Tou Yi Vang, a member of the Hmong mountain
tribe that supported the U.S. effort in the Vietnam
war, told the House Asian Affairs subcommitte that
eight villagers died in one attack in 1977.
Some U.S. military specialists say the Russians
may have brought the chemical decontaminating

AP photo
Miska the bear, Soviet mascot for the 1980 Olympic Games,
smiles down on uninterested Afghans. Recent reports show that
those games may not be in the Soviet Union alter all.

CINCINNATI (AP) - President
Carter is frustrated by his inability
to do more on the campaign trail,
but he believes he must stay in the
White House to preserve a sense of
unity, campaign chairman Robert
Strauss said yesterday.

very good at it. He's frustrated at
not being able to do more," Strauss
told a news conference following a
fund-raising breakfast here.
It was the second and final stop
on Strauss' short tour of Ohio which
raised about 1210,000 for the
Carter-Mondale ticket.
"The President likes campaign
Strauss noted that Carter had
debates. He likes politics. He's
decided to drop out of the debate in
weioiownoigitiiwoeiioigi

SUMMER JOB

to $803 early in the afternoon before
slipping back to $801.
"It's absolutely nuts," said a trader
at Republic National Bank in New
York.
The surge came after prices had
fallen in early trading as many traders
took profits.

as a camp counselor for both men
and women at Storer Camp,
Napoleon, Michigan
June-Aug.
Fran 372-3720
before Feb. 8th
Judy 372-3214
Venture Out Camp
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AD SALES PERSON
OF THE WEEK

•Joggers
• Purses
•Socks

Iowa despite advice to the contrary
from several of his top advisers.
"I wanted him to debate.
Hamilton Jordan, Jody Powell, and
I lost an argument and mine was a
very hard argument. I thought it
would have been much better if he
went (to Iowa). I still think so,"
Strauss said.

The

DELTA UPSILQN FRATERNITY
Proudly Announces Their Newly Elected Officers
Craig Bms - President

>+O*&U3*O*O*a*t9tl»*&*0*O*0*O*O*&K'*<"*' *'

•Shoes
►Boots
•Slippers

GEN. DAVID JONES, chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, spoke of the TMS-65 last winter in telling
Congress of specially equipped Soviet trucks "built to
decontaminate personnel, terrain and equipment"
rapidly.
Technicians said the TMS-65 uses a jet engine
mounted on the back of a truck to propel liquids that
neutralize chemical agents.
In discussing Soviet military doctrine, Jones has
said, "The basic principle is to achieve surprise by
using massive quantities of chemical agents against
unprotected troops or against equipment or on terrain
to deny itsuse."
Jones said all Warsaw Pact combat and support
forces are well equipped and realistically trained "to
ensure their survivability and to increase their
operational effectiveness in toxic environments."
U.S. Army officials have described the Soviet Union
as having "the largest lethal chemical war-fighting
capability in the world."

Strauss: Carter wants to campaign

Gold prices hit $800
NEW YORK (AP) - Gold prices
zoomed past $800 an ounce for the first
time ever yesterday as buyers surged
to the precious metal. The new mark
came just two days after the metal first
passed $700.
The $800 price was hit at New York's
Commodity Exchange in trading for
gold to be delivered this month. It rose

equipment into Afghanistan because this equipment is
normally assigned to many Soviet army units.
Intelligence reports said a chemical decontamination truck called a TMS-65 was seen with a
Soviet army unit in Kabul, the capital. The reports
said various other Russian army support vehicle.; in
Kabul were outfitted with chemical protective gear.

Odoardo Crtro - Exec. Vice-President
Dave Hiatt - Admin. Vice-Presiderrt
Bob Apart - Treasurer

Alex S. Molmr - Secretary

#O*0*0»0»0«0*0*0««*

•Shoe Accessories

LIBBY KILMER

tototofototofoto*

/IKORVED
CLASS^ RINGS. INC

CONGRATULATIONS!
POLYNESIAN VILLAGE

Crossroads Plaza
next to K-Mart

354-1052

TO BE FILLED OUT BY SALESPERSON
Store
Style

ATTENTION ATHLETES
AND SPORTS FANS!

Chinese/Polynesian Foods
134 W. Wooster
WE HAVE EXPANDED OUR MENU!
HOURS: Monday 11:30 a.m.-2 p.m.
Tues.-Sat
Lunch 11:30 a.m.-2 p.m.
Dinner 5 p.m.-9 p.m.
Closed Daily 2-5 p.m. Closed Sunftay
• Try our daily lunch specials *
Also-10% discount on egg rolls and
shanghai beef rolls for party needs.
n

"'BV""T

CORY
OPTICAL

Saturday
Night Special

wants you to
improve your game!
Soft Contacts are
the most natural
way to see!

To insure a winning season Cory Optical offers
50% cff_ fitting fee for all B.G S.U. athletes

Soft Contacts - ONLY $99!
190 S. MAIN, Suite H

Lowest TOTAL upstairs in the Mini-Mall
price in Ohio! Downtown BG 354-1044

mnw

anrvlintrnont

^^
Just walk in

Date - Saturday,
Jan. 19th
Time ^9-1 a.m.
Where - Side Door
Union
Cost -50* or Free with
B.G. I.D.

ATTENTION:
COLLEGE RING PRICE INCREASE EFFECTIVE ON

1/26/80
IF YOU ARE THINKING ABOUT BUYING A
COLLEGE RING, WE URGE YOU TO PLACE
YOUR ORDER BEFORE JANUARY 26, 1980.
OUR RING MANUFACTURER, ARTCARVED, HAS
GIVEN US SPECIAL ADVANCED NOTICE THAT
PRICES WILL INCREASE SIGNIFICANTLY ON
BOTH MEN'S AND WOMEN'S GOLD RINGS,
DUE TO THE RAPIDLY ESCALATING WORLD
GOLD PRICE.
NOW IS THE TIME TO ORDER. PRICES WILL
INCREASE ANYWHERE FROM $25 TO $40 FOR
WOMEN AND $50 TO $95 FOR MEN,
DEPENDING ON STYLE. AS YOUR BOOKSTORE.
WE WANTED YOU TO KNOW ABOUT THIS
WHILE YOU COULD STILL BENEFIT • AND SAVE
ORDER TODAY!
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building
Hours: Monday ■ Friday, 8:00 ■ 5.00
Saturday - 9:00 - 5:00
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Fitness course stresses retention

Boycott of Summer Games
would be effective protest

Symbolic protests like the grain
embargo and the overwhelming
United
Nations
resolution
deploring the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan have been generally
ignored by the USSR - the Soviets
continue to pour troops into
Afghanistan and position others
along the Iranian and Pakistani
borders.
But what can be done, short of
war, to show the Soviets that they
are not to violate the territorial
rights of other nations?
We can boycott the 1980 Summer
Olympic Games in Moscow.
This economic move would be
much more effective than the
others - its impact would be immediate. NBC has paid approximately $80 million for the
broadcasting rights and if they do
not honor the contract, the Soviets
are out a lot of money.
THE ACTION would also
snowball for the "Communists
turned capitalist." Accommodations, travel expenses, meals,
tours, and souvenirs, which would
be purchased by visitors to the
Games, would be left unsold. This
would be felt much more than a
grain cutoff - the Soviets would not
feed the greenbacks to their
livestock and could not buy grain
without more money.
But, some people say, these
athletes have been training for
years and we should not allow
politics to get involved in the world
of athletic competition.
That is a naive assumptionpolitics have been involved since
the inception of the modern-day
Olympics.
Three times the Games have not
been held because of global war-in
1916, 1940, and 1944. After World
War II, the Axis countries were
barred from the games temporarily.
In the 1956 Summer Games at
Melbourne, Australia, a bloody
fight erupted between the
Hungarian and Soviet water polo
teams during the course of competition. Later that year, the

wmww
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by Pal Kennedy
staff reporter

Is America becoming a nation of
overweight spectators or are we on
a health kick?
Dr. Steve Dunn, associate
professor of health and physical
education, said he thinks we are
becoming fat.
"Fifty percent of America is
overweight and inactive," he said.
"Cardiovascular disease is the
number one killer, there is a rise in
lung cancer and smoking-related
cancer, and obesity is on the rise."
Dunn cited a 1950 survey of
college graduates showing that 15
percent of the class was obese at
graduation. He said about 20
percent of the class is now obese.
Dunn said in order to change the
present condition, the philosophy of
the American individual must
change.
' 'They (Americans) think a great
lifestyle is to sit down with a beer in
front of the TV and watch their
favorite program," he said.
"Drinking beer, eating a lot of
sugared foods and watching TV is
not the ideal lifestyle.
"The craze in jogging and
exercise doesn't seem to alter the
fact that the American way-of-life
continues. We're in trouble."
Although Dunn said exercise
and physical education have not
helped America solve the problem
of obesity, he has helped develop,
and now teaches, a course designed
to teach the individual how to get
and stay fit. The course is Physical
Education 100— "Fitness as a Way
of Life".

terrorist group, invaded the Israeli
dormitory in the Olympic Village
in Munich. One day later, 11 Israeli
athletes were dead.
In 1976, the African and Arab
countries boycotted the Montreal
Olympics because New Zealand,
which had allowed a national rugby
team to participate in apartheid
South Africa, was participating in
the Games.
THE MONTREAL Olympics also
brought a storm of protest over
which Chinese Olympic team
would be recognized-the Republic
of China (Taiwan) or the People's
Republic of China.
So much for the history of politics
and the Olympics.
The 1980 Summer Games mark a
first for the Olympics - the first
time the Games are scheduled for a
communist-bloc country.
Suggestions have been made that if
the Games are boycotted, alternate
games can be set up in cities like
Montreal or Los Angeles - cities
which already have Olmypic
facilities.

Lord Killanln, chairman of the
International Olympic Committee,
said it would be impossible to move
the games considering the time
span involved. An alternative to
this would be to postpone the
Pat Kennedy
games for a year and move them to
stall reporter
the different site.
More importantly, than the
Soviets crushed a Hungarian economic considerations, is the
uprising.
concern for the safety of the parRADICAL POLITICS have also ticipants and spectators.
dominated the Olympic scene.
OLYMPIC HIGH jumper Dwight
In 1936, Adolf Hitler refused to
meet with American Jesse Owens Stones said to move the games
after Owens won three gold would insure the safety of the
medals. The reason: Owens was athletes.
black and his victory tarnished the
The athletes are concerned, the
image of the "master" Aryan race. leaders of the U.S. and other world
The "Black Power" salute by governments are concerned and
U..S. Olympians Tommy Smith and the actions of the Soviet Union
John Carlos in Mexico City got the must not continue without actions
pair kicked off the U.S. team in being taken against them.
1968. They were protesting conLet us forget about the Summer
ditions for black Americans.
Olympics of 1980 and hope that we
In 1972, eight Arab guerillas, can bring them back soon in a
members of the Black September much more peaceful situation.

sideline

mums

STOCK UP BEFORE
PRICES GO UP!

Lori Clendening

ROGERS DRUGS
135 N.MAIN
Ph. 352-7575

Newest
GAMMA PHI BETA
Actives

niiiiinmnnJ

leers battle OSU
miss tonight's contest, the result of
a game suspension stemming from
a fight last Saturday against NMU.
OSU is led in scoring by Steve
Amoruso (10-20-30), sophomore
Larry Marson (15-12-27) and
captain Paul Tilley (7-18-25).
MIKE BLAKE and Steve Jones
share the goaltending duties for the
Buckeyes. Jones and Blake rank
second and third in overall goals

Very Special
Congratulations

GET YOUR FILM AND
OTHER PHOTOGRAPHIC
NEEDS AT:

The three-hour course, began as
a pilot course last winter quarter,
teaches the "principles of application" concerning cardiovascular fitness, strength, and
flexibility, according to Dunn.
"The course is based on performance and perfecting those
three areas," he said. "The
students write their or >i program
based on what they've learned. The
philosophy of the course is that we
need to educate the individual
concerning training the cardiovascular system.
"There is a fitness approach, a
skill improvement section, and a
lecture approach. The activities
improve the cardiovascular
system and augment the exercise
program."
The exercise program, begun
after testing the cardiovascular
system, incorporates the Century
Club, Dunn said.
Century Club is an intramural
program which rewards the
member with a t-shirt for 100 units
(any combination of jogging,
swimming, bicycling and-or
walking), a certificate for 300
units, and the member's name on a
permanent plaque in Memorial
Hall for 500 units.
"It (Century Club) requires a
minimum performance in order to
achieve a t-shirt," Dunn said, "and
all cardiovascular activities are
incorporated in the program."
The course also looks at the
aspects of nutrition, weight control, stress, lifestyle practices,
detrimental practices, and cardiovascular disease risk factors,

against averages for league to do more forechecking since the
goalies. Blake was named the first
size of the rink will hinder our
star in last Saturday's game, center zone play.
making 42 saves.
York said one of the most im"THESE NEXT two weekends
portant parts of the game will be
are very pivotal in our goal to
the first five minutes.
defend our league championship,"
"I think the first five to six York continued. "The next two
minutes of the game will have an weeks, people will see us matched
outcome on the game," York said. against the pre-season favorites to
"I know they (OSU) will come at us win the league. Hopefully we'll
and test us right away. We'll have play up to our capability."
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CAMPUS FILMS

Grand Opening
the

HALLOWEEN

Gold Mine

Friday & Saturday Jan. 18 & 19
10:20 P.M. & Midnight
Main Auditorium

Liz Davis

featuring country rock
entertaining this week
"Loco weed"

$1.00 w/I.D.

18 & over
open till 2:30 a.m.

watch the
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from page 10

139 N. Main St., Findlay

and
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Dunn said.
There have been no retention
studies or followups to the BG
program, thus, Dunn said he does
not know if the course has been
successful in its purpose.
"We encourage them (the
students) to maintain a program,";
he said. "They have an option to do
so or not. Afterwards, (when thecourse is completed), they have a'
program and more time than they:
do in class.
"Hopefully they will maintain
the program."
A study at Brigham Young
University, concerning a similar
course, showed a higher retention
rate for a lifetime fitness class than
for a course like tennis, Dunn said.
He added that if the BYU study is
any indication, the BG course
probably has "high retention."
The course may also have a
greater degree of importance at
the University in the future, Dunn
said.
"Some people would like to see
this course as the physical
education course for the University," he said. "That would make
all other physical education
courses, like tennis or swimming,
the elective courses."
Implementation of the program
at the University could also have
some effects on the high schools,
")unn said.
"There is a move toward implementing this program in high
schools and junior high schools,"
he said. "A majority of universities
probably already have similar
courses."

*
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Toledo
vs.
Bowling Green

ATTENTION ALL ATHLETES

HAPPY HARVEST'
NEW POTENCY
STRENERGY™ PLUS
WAFERS

Basketball game
on the big screen

*
*
* Date: Jan. 19,1980
*
* Time: Open at 1:00 p.m.
Gate time 2:00 p.m.
I Place: Side Door

Free & Open to all
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Each Four Calorie Wafer Contains:
Protein (Soya Isolate) ...
Molt Extract
Milk Solids
Fructose (STRENERGY*)
Vanilla Flavor (Natural).
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"
Now al Wendy's Old
Fashioned Hamburgers, ihis coupon entitles
you to a free Single Hamburger with the
purchase of a hamburger of any size.
Expires: Jan. 26, 1980
Good al all Toledo and Bowling
Green Wendy'*.
ISWCUP COUPONS* SB SB ■■ BBS

*"
°"
Now al Wendy's Old
Fashioned Hamburgers, thi. coupon entitles
you to a free Breakfast Biscuit with the
purchase of another Breakfast Biscuit.
Good Jan. 27-Jan. 31. 1980 • 7-10:30 AM
Good al all Toledo and Bowling Green Wendy's.
■ ■■■■■CUP COUPON«■•■•■•■ asissii

Jan.lt
110 business biij. ^§r

500 ma.

100 ma.
190 ma.
500 ma.

Recommended use for all
joggers • golfers • raquetball •
handball • tennis • swimmers •
runners • lifters • and other
strenuous activity buffs
AVAILABLE AT

DJ.'s Shops. Inc.
Dorothy Joyce
Owner
115 W. Merry
352-9 157

J
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Breakfast of champions-Olympic style
before," Sorgle said. "That's the
most fun about cooking, doing it for
someone special. Who knows if I'll
ever get to do anything like this
again?"
The announcement was made in
November that Paul Smith's
College would be responsible for
the food at Top Ridge, a New York
State-owned Adirondack camp that
has been winterized for the
Editor's note: Earlier this Olympics. Governor Hugh L.
month, Dave LewandowsU was in Carey and a group of 100 state
Lake Placid, N.Y., site of the 1980 officials and guests will stay there
Winter Olympics, and tallied with during the 14-day festival. One of
Paul Sorgle, head Instructor of the guests is President Carter.
Paul Smith's College which will
BUT THE rich meals prepared
provide the food service for the
for the VIP's at the Top Ridge will
Games.
be far different from the caloriecalculated food the athletes will
by Dave Lewindowski
eat.
assistant sports editor
ARA Services of Philadelphia
and Paul Smith's College are the
LAKE PLACID, N.Y.Paul food consultants for the Olympic
Sorgle figures he's had his hand in Games. The companies are
preparing about one million meals responsible for feeding not only the
over the last 10 years. But the 28- athletes, but also the sports ofyear-old cook has never prepared a ficials, press and Olympic-support
meal for a president of the United people.
States. On Feb. 12, that's expected
Sorgle said ARA plans to dish out
to change.
54,000 pounds of strip steak, eight
Jimmy Carter is expected to tons of bananas, 5,000 gallons of
attend the opening ceremonies of coffee, 15,000 pounds of smoked
the XIII Winter Olympiad at Lake ham, 20,000 pounds of pasta, 280,000
Placid, and the food Carter eats cookies, eight tons of bacon and
will be prepared by the staff of 31,250 quarts of grape juice, among
Paul Smith's College.where Sorgle other items. The mammoth menus
is head instructor.
to feed 7,000 people three times a
"I'd like to find out what his day are now being planned.
favorite meal is and then prepare it
Not all the competitive events
better than he's ever had it will be held at Lake Placid. Alpine

and Nordic skiing, ski jumping and
sledding events will be held on
surrounding slopes. Thus, a major
part of the food project will be on a
box lunch program. Between 4,000
and 7,00u lunches, depending on the
event, will be taken out to the sites
each day. One day's food for the
box lunches alone weighs 14 tons.
Each lunch will be complete with
fresh fruit, which is why the
Olympic shopping list also includes
more than 100,000 oranges and
apples from Florida and California.
"I'D HATE to see it if there's a
frost in Florida or California that
would damage the fruit," Sorgle
said. "The Olympics here have
made a lot of fruit growers happy
because they've been able to sell
more."
Since September, Sorgle and the
rest of the food people at Paul
Smith's College have been feeding
employees of New York Telephone
and the ABC television network,
who have been in the Adirondack^
setting up portable telephone and
video installations. They will linger
after the Olympics until March to
dismantle the massive makeshift
operation.
ARA has lined up 700 temporary
employees to work as cooks,
waiters, drivers, line-service
people, utility personnel and office
people. Of them, about 400 will be
Paul Sorgle's hotel-management
students at Paul Smith's College,
which like almost every other
school in the Lake Placid area, will

suspend classes while the Games
are in progress.
Producers of everything from
Ovaltine to underwear are advertising themselves as official
Olympic products. These companies have signed contracts under
which they promise to pay money
or donate their wares in exchange
for the title of an "official"
Olympic product. Sorgle said he
thinks the advertisements are a
good idea.

After last weekend's double
defeat. Bowling Green's women's
swimming team is not yet ready to
hang the "All is lost" sign in its
locker room.
Though the losses to Ohio State
and Cincinnati mark the most
setbacks in a season for the squad
since the 1976-77 season, a few
reasons still remain to discredit the
position that the Falcons
washed up.
BG enters tonight's 7:30 contest
with Western Michigan at Cooper
Pool almost completely healthy.

This fact, along with the Bronco's
lack of strength, has prompted BG
coach Tom Stubbs to make some
line-up switches enabling some of
the squad to swim events they
normally would not.
SECOND, three different
Falcons broke school records in
Saturday's 74-57 loss to the
Bearcats, hardly a trademark of a
losing team. Also, the 66-65 defeat
to OSU went undecided almost
until the end of the meet before the
winner emerged, a different story
from last year's 89-42 thrashing the
Buckeyes handed the swimmers in
Columbus.
BG is already assured of having

the opportunity to defend its title at
Cleveland State next month as the
Falcons qualified for each event at
the state meet before Dec. 8, in
their meet with Miami.
ANOTHER aspect that makes
the swimmers' chances for
repeating as titlists brighter is that
throughout the season their times
have been steadily improving.
"So many of our swimmert.'
times are just starting to come,
and their times will continue to
come down," Holly Oberlin said.
Oberlin, a three-year letter
winner from Toledo and Falcon tricaptain, was one of the swimmers
to shatter a mark last weekend

by Rob Boukissen
stall reporter

How do you spell dedication?
That's easy - W-E-S-T-H-O-V-E-N.
Greg Westhoven, to be exact.
The junior, 142-pound wrestler
for Bowling Green is not your
typical, everyday college student.
His normal day is not composed
of just going to classes and
studying. His normal night almost
never contains any social activity.
"EVERYTHING associated with
What the Falcon captain does in
the Olympics have gone sky high in
an average day would make most
price and food is no exception,"
people weary thinking about it.
Sorgle said. "By getting these
A routine day in the fall for
companies to sponsor some of the
Westhoven begins at 6 a.m. when
products we need, it cuts down on
he wakes up to do chores on his
our operating budget.
parents' 800-acre farm in Liberty
Center.
"I don't know if it helps the
company's sales by being an offical
IN ADDITION to taking care of
Olympic supplier, but it sure
the land and its crops, Westhoven
doesn't hurt us any. Anyway who
raises over 200 pigs of his own to
would believe that Budweiser is the
sell to dealers.
official beer of the Olympics? Do
Also in the moming before
they have any advertisements with
coming to school, the education
athletes in them drinking? In that
major runs about 35 minutes on a
case, they gave money since none
three-mile course he mapped out
on the farm.
of the athletes would be able to
drink anyway."
After showering, he drives to
Bowling Green to attend classes,
Sorgle lives in Saranac Lake
which he usually schedules in a
about 10 miles from Lake Placid.
compact block of time.
He said he figures he won't have
After classes, Westhoven would
much time for his family during
normally attend wrestling practice
the Olympics but as he put it "It's a
during this time of year, but during
once in-a-lifetime experience and
the fall, he misses at least one full
worth any hardships to me.
month of practice due to the duties
Hopefully my family feels the
at home which last until 10 p.m.
same way."
Mixed in with all this is a daily
visit to the Rec Center and an
occasional glance at the books.
"I KNOW it sounds bad, but it
isn't," the BG season record-holder
with a time of 53.79 in the 100-yard
in pins (nine) said. "I like
freestyle. She is confident about
wrestling. I would never quit. And I
bringing another title to BG, saying
like farm work.
that while dual meets can't be
"If something goes wrong on the
totally discounted, it's the state
farm, I wouldn't let it just slide by.
meet that the entire squad gears
I worked in a factory for two years
their season for.
after I got out of (Liberty Center)
"Our times aren't going to be high school and I decided that I
didn't want to do that the rest of my
real good, not even the best all
season, until the state meet," life.
Oberlin said. "The whole thing that
we train for is the state meet."

Women swimmers not ready to take dive
by Ken Koppel
still reporter

Westhoven doesn't
have a 'typical day'
"If you're a good student, you
really don't have that much
trouble," Westhoven explained.
"People think athletes have it
easy, but that's a bunch of..."
WESTHOVEN'S statement that
athletes don't have it easy not only
applies to their scholastic duties,
but also to the physical preparation
that wrestlers must go through to
participate in their sport.
Westhoven's rigorous diet would
attest to this.
"It's more or less what you
drink," said Westhoven, who
weighed 159 at the beginning of the
season. "But as far as eating, I
stay with salads, a lot of protein
and meat."
Westhoven said he wrestled
Wednesday night at Defiance,
where he gained two victories, and
has not eaten since to keep his
weight down for this weekend at
the Ohio State Invitational.
Added to the major problem of
maintaining his weight is the
nagging
injury
syndrome
Westhoven has gone through this
season.
IN THE FALCONS' opening
meet of the season, a quadrangular
at home with Wright State,
Western Michigan and Ashland, he
injured his hand in his first match.
The painful injury was diagnosed
as a cracked bone in his hand near
the thumb, but Westhoven continued to wrestle after that meet.
Since then, he has suffered a cut
above his eye that required stitches, a severely sprained ankle
and, his most recent, a stiff neck.
Westhoven has not yet completely recovered from any of the
injuries, with the exception of the
cut, but he still continues to perform.
WHAT keeps him going?
"We're right in a critical time
now," he said. "Being captain, I
don't want to sit on the sidelines. I
want to be out there wrestling."
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sports
Falcons host Toledo in top MAC game
by Dan Firestone
sports editor

And now for THE game.
Bowling Green vs. Toledo. And
usually that's enough to bring out
the best of both teams, but with
both teams holding the top two
spots in the Mid-American Conference basketball standings,
tomorrow's 1:30 p.m. contest has
added incentives.
Anderson Arena will be jammed
with 5,200 spectators for the 97th
meeting between the two Northwest Ohio rivals, in a series that
UT leads 5046.

The Rockets, 11-3, 5-0 in the
MAC, are the defending conference
co-champions and return two AllMAC starters from last year's 22-8
team, while BG is 10-3, 4-1.
"TOLEDO IS just a great team,"
Bowling Green coach John Weinert
said. "It will get down to simple
terms. Can a good young team
(BG) beat a good veteran team? I
really don't know, either way.
"I think a closely officiated game
will be in our favor, because they
tend to foul a lot.

"I think we have an edge with
our bench. We play more people."
The offensive success Toledo has
enjoyed gives the Rockets five men
in double figures, topped by 6-7 Jim
Swaney averaging 17.8 and Harvey
Knuckles with a 13.3 average.
"I DON'T KNOW if Toledo is ina
class of its own," Weinert said.
"But you have to go back to the
pre-season poll where they got 84
first-place votes.
"Every one in the conference
wants us to win. Because if they go

out of here with a 6-0 mark, they'll
be sitting pretty good.
"They have a great team, but
great teams have been beat before.
I hope we have a loud, vocal, nasty
crowd. It will make it easier."
THE FALCONS' Joe Faine
upped his scoring average to 16.7
with his 25 points in BG's 69-62 win
over Central Michigan Wednesday.
Toledo coach Bobby Nichols has
been largely responsible for UT's
series edge over with an 18-8 record
against BG. The Rockets won the

only clash played last year, 72-61.
Bowling Green and UT have
played four common opponents.
Washington blasted the Falcons by
30 points in the Blade-Glass City
Classic, and then narrowly
defeated Toledo by one in overtime. BG and Toledo both beat
Northwestern in the tournament.

•ALL OF THESE games we've
had in a row might hurt us a little,
Weinert said. "We played Saturday, Monday, Wednesday and we
had to really get the team up for
two of them. We thought Ohio was
ripe to pull an upset and Central
Michigan just has super talent.

The Falcons handed Ohio a 72-50
loss, while UT had a much harder
time defeating the Bobcats 69-62.
Both teams knocked off Central
Michigan, although the Rockets
had a much easier time.

Ohio coach Dale Bandy said
following his team's loss to BG
that, Toledo had a great team now
and BG has a great team for the
future.
"Well," Weinert said, "We hope
our future is now."

Captain Barnes runs the ship
by Dan Firestone
sports editor

"I'm a winner," Rosie Barnes says. "I
don't care what it takes, I just want to win."
Well, for most of this season, the senior cocaptain of Bowling Green's basketball team
has seen things go the Falcons way. He's
hoping things will be especially good for the
Falcons tomorrow when they host MidAmerican Conference front-runner Toledo at
Anderson Arena at 1:30 p.m.
The game is sold out but can be seen as one
of NBC's regionally televised game (WTVG,
Channel 13 Toledo I.
"Everyone likes to score," Barnes said,
" But I don't care if I score or someone else.
"Ill just do what it takes to win. If that
means an assist, or if that means stopping
the other team's best scorer, or whatever.
Then that's what I'll do."
WHAT BOWLING Green coach John
Weinert likes Barnes to do is stay in the
game. When Barnes picked up his third foul
against Central Michigan in the first half
Wednesday, he went to the bench and watched the Chips ovecome an 11 point lead
before halftime.
"No question, Rosie being in there made a
big difference," Weinert said.
"Rosie has a difficult position," he added.
"He's out front and when he plays bad it's
going to be noticed. There's a lot of pressure
at his spot."
Barnes began the year as a starter, but
soon found himself behind freshman David
Greer for five games before regaining his
starting position.
"It was a little more difficult coming off
the bench," the 6-3 guard from Monroe,

Mich., said. "But I would just have to watch
and be mentally prepared for when they put
me in."
BARNES IS averaging 8.3 points a game
and has 64 assists this season, but draws
most of his praise from opposing coaches for
his defense.
"I think our overall team defense has
improved," Barnes said. "Maybe that's why
my defense is more noticed. As I play more,
I learn what I can and cannot do."
His teammates the last two years have
selected him as co-captain, this season along
with Mitch Kopystynsky.
"They look to me as a co-captain, so I have
to play as hard as I can, and when I'm not
playing, I give inspiration from the side to
those in the game.
"Even when it's off the court. If I see one
of the guys is down about something, I'll try
to pick him up. Leadership really has to
come from everyone. We're all good
friends."

said. "I know he's going to get me the ball
when I'm open. And he's been playing so
great, especially lately.
"I'm a junior and most of us look to Rosie.
You can say he's been giving us great
leadership."
Bames, a social work major, said he would
like the chance to play in the pros, but said
he just wants to continue playing basketball.
"Wherever the best opportunity is," he
said. "I just love basketball and always
have. Maybe it will be in an Eastern league
or overseas."
But for now, Barnes is content with
playing in Bowling Green. Especially winning at BG - and especially, he hopes
tomorrow.

Barnes has been involved in Toledo-BG
contests before and knows the intensity of
the rivalry.
"I THINK I play harder because they
i Toledo) do," he said. "Both schools are so
close it's only natural and this year is even
more important since we're the best two
teams."
Barnes' ability to spot the open man
placed him third among the assists leaders
in the MAC last season. On the receiving end
of many of those passes is forward Joe
Faine, the Falcons leading scoring.
"I just have confidence in Rosie," Faine

Toledo
Bowling Green
Eastern Michigan
Miami
Northern Illinois
Central Michigan
Western Michigan
Kent State
Ball State
Ohio

MAC
W-L

All Games
W-L

SO
4-1
4-2
3-2
3-2
2-3
2-3
2-4
1-4
0-5

11-3
10-3
10-5
5-10
6-7
8-6
7-8
3-11
7-8
3-11

Pivotal

BG skaters get power
boost from Alexander
by Dave lewandowski
assistant sports editor

When the most improved
player honor is awarded at the
end of the hockey season, Tim
Alexander will be one of the
leading contenders.
Playing in 17 games last
season, Alexander scored three
goals and added one assist for
four points. But this year, the
senior forward has tallied eight
goals and 10 assists for 18 points
in 19 games for the Falcons.
He's the fourth leading scorer on
the squad. His most productive
series came against Westen
Michigan with a one goal, four
assists effort.
Alexander credits his turnaround to "more confidence"
he has this year.
"York (BG coach Jerry York)
put me on the power play and
that's given me a lot of confidence," Alexander said. "This
year I'm not trying to make a
position on the roster every
game. The practices are not like
a game in which I have to go all
out to try and play that weekend.
I know I'll have a spot on the
team and that helps me concentrate on my game and not
worry about trying to make the
line-up.
"PLAYING ON the power
play gives me a chance to
handle the puck more,"
Alexander continued. "It makes
you feel good when the coach
has enough confidence to put
you on the power play."
Alexander said his increased
confidence has helped him
forget about his limited playing
time last year.
"I-ast year it was really tough
because I didn't know from
week to week if I was going to

leers need wins at Ohio State
by Dave Lewandowski
assistant sports editor

play or not," he said. "Not
playing , you don't really feel
like part of the team.
Alexander, teamed with Andy
Crowther and Brian Hills, has
formed BG's most productive
line this season. Alexander and
Hills are both natives of Windsor, Ont. and Crowther and
Alexander are roommates.
"Since Andy and I have been
playing together, I know where
he is on the ice by instinct,"
Alexander explained. "Andy
and I work the corners and we
try and get the puck out to
Brian, who has that good shot
from the slot."
Alexander is also looked on as
one of BG's "enforcers" on the
ice. His aggressive play has
netted him 10 penalties this
season. He said he never thought
of himself as a bully, but his
aggressiveness is "just my style
of play." Alexander will be able
to play his style of game this
weekend when the Falcons visit
Columbus for a two-game series
against Ohio State.
"I DON'T think there's an
obligation to be the enforcer for
the team, that's just my job," he
said. "The job will get tougher
this weekend so we'll have to be
tougher."
York said Alexander's
progress is most noticeable to
him, seeing him improve every
week.
"He's a great competitor and
he's getting better every week,"
York said. "His puck handling,
skating and shooting are all
fundamentals that have come
together for him and made him
a complete hockey player. I
think the greatest compliment I
could give him is to wish he was
a sophomore again."

staff photo by Frank Breithaupt
Senior co-captain Rosie Barnes twists around an opponent to
lead the Falcon charges.

This is the weekend Bowling
Green's hockey team finds out its
chances of winning a fourth consecutive Central Collegiate Hockey
Association.
This weekend's series against
Ohio State in Columbus is the most
pivotal one the Falcons have faced
this season, and really the first
they have faced in more than two
years.
Both teams enter tonight's 7:30
contest with 4-2 CCHA records, two
games behind league leading
Northern Michigan (6-0). A Falcon
sweep would put them in striking
range of the Wildcats, and set-up
another important series at the Ice
Arena next week.
I.ast year the Falcons breezed
through the CCHA with a 21-2-1
record. One of the losses was to the
Buckeyes, 3-1, in Columbus. BG
holds a 35-13 advantage in the
rivalry, winning 23 of the last 26
games.

staff photo by Tim Westhoven
A Ian grimaces as senior Tim Alexander skates by the back
boards to chase a loose puck.

I.AST WEEK the Buckeyes lost
both games of a series against
Northern, 4-3 and 2-1. BG's two
losses in the league have been to
Western Michigan and Ferris
State.
The Falcons will have two major
obstacles to overcome this
weekend. First, injuries have
I forced senior Steve Dawe and
sophomore Don Mil.auglin to be
scratched from the line-up. Dawe
will miss about three weeks with a
separated shoulder suffered
against Ferris State Friday night
while McLaughlin has a jaw injury.
Combined with the injuries is the
suspension of BG sophmore George
McPhee for tonight's game.
McPhee was ejected from last
Saturday's game against FSC for
fighting.

BG coach Jerry York will move
freshman Kim Collins to a line with
Yves Pelland and Chris Guertin
while Doug Olson will play in
McPhee's place on the line with
Tom Newton and Brian MacLellan,
York said he will start junior Wally
Charko in the nets Friday. Charko
has a 6-6-1 record with a 4.40 goals
against average.
THE OTHER problem facing the
Falcons will be the size of the OSU
rink. It is not the conventional
200x85-foot rink, but has a much
smaller center ice area. York said
the size of the rink will hinder the
icers' style of play.
"Because of the small rink, there
will be morecontact in the games,'
York said. "It will be more of a
corner game and will take away
from our center ice play. It won't
allow us to play our regular freewheeling type of game.
"Without George McPhee and
Steve Dawe. it will require an
almost perfect game from our
goalie and defense."
York said the Buckeyes have
"some fine players" in their lineup, but senior Tom Scanlon will
continued on page 8

CCHA All Games
W-L-T
W-L
Northern Michigan D.'
18 -' 0
Ohio State
19-6 I
Bowling Green
4 2
10-SM
Western Michigan
.; 3
15*'
Ferns Stale
1 5
15-&-0
Lake Superior
0-6
10* 1

